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Launch of new  
ENERCON E-115 series 
First commercial projects with E-115 
wind turbines installed in branden-
burg and lower Saxony. 

ENERCON to expect new  
record results in Austria
by the end of this year ENERCON  
will have installed 140 new turbines 
of 3 MW class.

Rollout of ENERCON E-92 
series in North America
ENERCON to install 43 turbines of 
efficient 2.3 MW WEC at Vents du 
Kempt wind farm in Québec, Canada.
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ENERCON

NEWS
ENERCON wind farm controller 
receives component certificate

The ENERCON developed wind farm controller 

has been successfully certified. Based on a type 

certification procedure developed by FGH and 

ENERCON, ENERCON's SCADA RTU (Remote 

Terminal Unit) is now certified. By means of 

extensive practical tests, it proves that the 

electrical properties of the RTU comply with all 

requirements stipulated in the current German 

Grid Code. The certification process was carried 

out by FHG, a certification body based in 

Mannheim.

Power plant controllers such as the 

ENERCON SCADA RTU are essential 

components in providing wind turbines with 

control features. They record the difference 

between the setpoint and actual values 

of various control variables at the point of 

common coupling. These values are then 

used to determine necessary changes in the 

corresponding actuating variable which are 

then transmitted to the individual generating 

plants. This facilitates, in particular, controlling 

the provision of active and reactive power 

from the individual wind energy converters 

in relation to the current grid operator specifi-

cations for the entire wind farm. Construction site of combined heat and power plants. In background, ENERCONs rotor blade factory KTA.

Certification of compliance of an RTU's electrical 

properties in the form of certification docu-

ments is becoming ever more important. These 

certificates will become mandatory in future grid 

codes, currently being drawn up by the respective 

expert committees.

ENERCON launches operation of 
combined heat and power plants 

At their production site in Aurich, ENERCON has 

launched operations at three combined heat 

and power generation plants. The combined 

heat and power generation plants installed on 

the industrial estate near the new rotor blade 

production facilities and other ENERCON plants 

will be providing a total of 3.6 MW of electrical 

and 3.7 MW of thermal energy. They are being 

run with 100% biomethane from German 

production sources.

Initially, ENERCON will be directly marketing 

the electricity as green energy on the electricity 

market. The thermal energy, however, will be 

used to heat ENERCON production facilities and 

54

other external companies on the industrial esta-

te. To do so, the existing local heating network, 

which already includes four combined heat and 

power generation plants from a cooperating 

biogas plant operator, was expanded and new 

heat exchangers were integrated in the heating 

systems of the newly connected production 

facilities.

For power and heat supply, the three combined 

heat and power plants also offer ENERCON the 

option of flexible power generation to avoid 

balancing energy when scheduled and actual 

current consumption are momentarily out of 

balance.

Amongst other things, this is also based on 

ENERCON's interest in becoming involved in 

utilities in Aurich and the surrounding region. 

ENERCON wants to create a model region in 

which regionally generated green energy is also 

consumed locally. Combined heat and power 

plants ideally complement power generation 

by wind energy and photovoltaic systems. They 

could step in when there is no wind and the sun 

is not shining.

ENERCON rail connects to Rheine 
freight and logistics centre

ENERCON's e.g.o.o. mbH rail line has now 

been extended to connect with the freight 

and logistics centre (GVZ) in Rheine. Since 

the end of May, GVZ in Rheine has been pro-

cessing supply shipments coming from the 

Münsterland region by truck and loading the 

goods onto rail cars destined for ENERCON 

production plants in Aurich (East Frisia). 

Shipments to ENERCON production facilities 

ENERCON company kindergarden «Kinderzimmer Wirbelwind» in Aurich.

ENERCON company kindergarten 
«Wirbelwind» opened

ENERCON has opened up its company kinder-

garten «Wirbelwind» in Aurich since 1 August. 

ENERCON is offering its employees and non-

ENERCON parents flexible day care services for 

up to 40 children.

«With this flexible day care service, we intend to 

help promote work-life balance. Parents, chil-

dren and the company alike benefit from good 

child care,» says ENERCON Managing Director 

Nicole Fritsch-Nehring.

The «Kinderzimmer Wirbelwind» concept is 

based on the Reggio and Montessori education 

principles. Learning activities will mainly be 

done in the form of projects. Each child can be 

individually encouraged according to his or her 

various capabilities and interests. For this purpo-

se, the facilities include, among other things, a 

laboratory for experimental fun, a creative room, 

a library and an activity room. There is also a 

kitchen, separate rest areas for the crêche and 

kindergarten groups and a big playground with 

all sorts of different play equipment.

This is the first facility of its kind at ENERCON. 

The new building is located in Aurich (Sandhorst) 

near the company's new innovation center. The 

kindergarten is being run in cooperation with KMK 

Kinderzimmer GmbH & Co. KG from Hamburg.

in Magdeburg (Saxony Anhalt) are to follow at 

a later date.

To start off with, trains will be running five times 

a week from Rheine to Aurich. Every week, 

e.g.o.o. handles up to 100 containers on this 

route. This corresponds to a shipment volume of 

up to 45 truck loads which are now being con-

veyed by environmentally friendly rail transport. 

In cooperation with e.g.o.o., shipments from the 

train station in Rheine to GVZ are being handled 

by Regionalverkehr Münsterland GmbH (RVM).

This new loading station also opens up consi-

derable potential for third-party shipments from 

the northern region of North Rhine-Westphalia 

and southern Emsland. Via Rheine, there are 

direct connections in and around the northwest 

region, as well as to Linz (Austria), to the Jade-

Weser deep water port in Wilhelmshaven, to 

the Magdeburg region and the region around 

Cologne and Siegerland. Service to Berlin 

and Vienna are to be added still this year. In 

addition, e.g.o.o. intends to add the seaports in 

Bremerhaven and Hamburg to its network.



E-115 installation in Feldheim VII wind farm.

76

the project. For Werner Frohwitter, spokesman for Energiequelle 

GmbH, replacing the 20 year old E-40 machines with the modern 

E-115 turbines opens up a whole new chapter in the long-term 

relationship between the two companies. «the once avant-guard 

turbines now belong to the vintage generation. at the same time, 

zones designated for wind power are becoming rare and have to 

be more efficiently exploited, i.e. maximum possible hub height 

and full-load hours. a clear decision for the E-115 was made and 

the older machines that served us well in the energy transition 

had to make way for a new generation of wind turbines.»

the site in Feldheim, brandenburg is particularly special in more 

than one way. Feldheim is the first energy autonomous location 

in Germany. Several wind energy converters, a biogas plant and 

a wood chip power plant are providing the 128-resident village 

with independent electricity and heat. Feldheim has already 

received several awards for its pioneering role in the energy 

transition. and Feldheim is also ENERCON's first commercial 

wind energy project with the new E-115 turbines. Within the 

framework of repowering an existing wind farm, powerful 3 MW 

machines were installed for Energiequelle GmbH on precast 

concrete towers with a hub height of 149 metres.

In the second construction phase, 13 more E-115 machines 

are scheduled to be installed next year. the wind turbines 

First wind farms with new 3 MW machine installed
Launch of E-115 series

ENERCON launches serial installation of 
E-115 wind turbines. First commercial 
projects now installed in Brandenburg and 
Lower Saxony.

are replacing four ENERCON E-40/5.40 on 65 m (hub height) 

towers. Once the entire repowering project has been com-

pleted, it is expected to generate an annual aggregate output 

of approx. 127 million kilowatt hours (kWh). In addition to 

supplying and installing the E-115 machines, the contract with 

ENERCON also included taking down the old machines.

Except for the pre-assembly of the rotor blades, which are  

shipped to the site in two sections and put together shortly 

before being mounted on the hub, the installation teams 

barely had to adjust to the new machine, reports ENERCON 

project manager, Hardy Mickoleit. «basically, the installation 

was just like the E-101,» says Mickoleit. assembling the 

inner and outer rotor blade was also quickly done. thus all 

three machines were up and running as scheduled by the 

end of July.

«We're pleased that our loyal customers, Energiequelle GmbH, 

opted for three E-115 turbines for the Feldheim VII wind farm and 

13 more E-115 machines for the expansion of the Feldheim Nord 

wind farm,» says Holger bohlen, ENERCON Sales Manager for 

Cover

First serial machine erected: 
E-115 construction site in 
Feldheim (Brandenburg).

after launching serial installation of the E-115 at the 

repowering project in Feldheim, the next projects with the new 

series followed in lower Saxony at the site in Garrel (District of 

Cloppenburg) and brockhausen (District of Osnabrück). In Gar-

rel, ENERCON erected an E-115 on a 135 m (hub height) tower 

for the Raiffeisen bürgerwindpark Garrel GmbH. In brockhau-

sen near bad Essen, ENERCON installed three E-115 machines 

on 149 m (hub height) towers for WEa brockhausen 1 Energie 

GmbH & Co. KG, KlOb Energie GmbH and the local water 

board. according to the wind reports, the expected annual 
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energy yield for the machine in Garrel, taking a safety margin 

into account, is more than 8.4 million kWh. In brockhausen, the 

estimated annual output is more than 7.1 million kWh per wind 

turbine.

Outstanding performance

the E-115 is the ideal machine for both sites, says Wolfgang 

lübbe, ENERCON Sales Manager in charge of the projects. 

«the region has many small zones designated for wind power 

which are often only suitable for a few wind turbines as the 

landscape is already populated with many individual homes. 

For this reason, the E-115 is the perfect machine as it makes 

the best use of the area due to a combination of an ideal rotor 

diameter for the site and various available tower heights,» 

explains lübbe.

Just how efficient the E-115 is, has been proven by the output 

generated so far by the prototype installed in lengerich/

Emsland (lower Saxony). For the same number of operating 

hours, the prototype has already generated more than 18 % 

more energy than the E-101 in the same wind farm. that is 4 

% more yield than the calculated power curve predicted – and 

the turbine was not even running in normal operation mode the 

whole time due to necessary prototype adjustment work. the 

actual additional output for the serial machines should thus be 

even higher.

ENERCON Sales Director, Stefan lütkemeyer, is pleased with 

the interim results. «So far the introduction of the E-115 to 

the market has been a success. Customers are enthused 

about the machine and we have already completed our first 

serial projects on schedule. We are also particularly pleased 

with the performance of the prototype.» the prospects look 

good. Further E-115 projects are currently being installed or 

planned in Germany and other European countries and Sales 

is already looking at other regions, says Stefan lütkemeyer. 

«ENERCON is already paving the way for the introduction of 

the E-115 to the market outside of Europe.»

E-115 next to 2 x E-101 at Garrel wind farm.

Efficient machine: According to first analyses of E-115 prototype, E-115 
achieves roughly 18% more power generated compared to the E-101.  

 E-115 blade with Trailing Edge Serrations (TES).

Cover

Nominal power: 3,000 kW

Rotor diameter: 115.7 m

Hub height: 92 - 149 m

Wind zone (DIBt): WZ III

Wind class (IEC): IEC/EN IIa

Turbine concept: Gearless, Single blade adjustment,

  Variable speed

Technical specifications E-115 / 3 MW

ENERCON

Fairs
WindEnergy Hamburg
(Hamburg/Germany)
23 - 26 September 2014
www.windenergyhamburg.com

RENEXPO Augsburg
(Augsburg/Germany)
09 - 12 October 2014
www.renexpo.de

CanWEA 2014
(Montreal/Canada)
27 - 29 October 2014
www.canwea2014.ca

Key Wind 2014
(Rimini/Italy)
05 - 08 November 2014
www.keyenergy.it

RenewableUK 2014
(Manchester/UK)
11 - 13 November 2014
www.renewableuk.com

Eurotier 2014
(Hanover/Germany)
11 - 14 November 2014
www.eurotier.com

Energy Now Expo
(Telford/UK)
11 - 12 February 2015
www.energynowexpo.co.uk

Wind Expo Japan
(Tokyo/Japan)
25 - 27 February 2015
www.windexpo.jp/en/



Politics

Windblatt: at the same time as amendments were made to 

the EEG (Renewable Energy Sources act), the so-called state es-

cape clause was added to the bauGb (German Federal building 

Code) on request from the state of bavaria. Each federal state 

can now define their own minimum distances between built up 

areas and wind energy converters. What effect will this have on 

the expansion of wind energy in Germany?

Hans-dieter Kettwig: there are two factors for successful deve-

lopment of wind energy, i.e. a functioning financing system and the 

allocation of sufficient land for wind energy. With the introduction 

of the escape clause, the Federal Government allows each Federal 

State to limit areas which, in the long term, will jeopardise the 

development targets. On a short term basis, there are still enough 

allocated areas available. Even in bavaria, where a distance of  

2 km between wind turbines and built up areas is one of the 

strictest regulations, the current regional planning should remain – 

after affected communities intervened. the individual state escape 

clause will start to have an impact on expansion with a couple of 

years delay, when new zoning plans can no longer be made. again, 

taking bavaria as an example, only 0.05 % of the state area would 

still be available after deducting the minimum distance.

Windblatt: What's so wrong about regulating distance 

between wind energy converters and built-up areas on a state-

wide scale?

Kettwig: there are federal regulations for the distance between 

residential areas and wind turbines. the bundesemissionsschutz-

recht (German Federal Immission Protection Ordinance) along with 

the ta lärm (technical Instructions on Noise Protection) specify 

the highest permissible values for shadow casting and sound and 

thus the distance between WECs and built-up areas. both values 

depend on the local topography. to be able to define the distance 

for which both values are respected, you need to know the local 

«State escape clause jeopardises development targets»

Hans-Dieter Kettwig criticises amendment 
to BauGB (German Federal Building Code) 
regulating minimum distances to wind energy 
converters state-wide.

surrounding conditions. a state-wide drawing board regulation 

cannot replace on-site planning. tried and true regional planning 

and local community zoning has led to good results so far. the 

locals actually know best what is good for them. With state-wide 

regulations, state government is depriving its communities of its 

competence to make wise decisions locally. 

Decision against expert knowledge

Windblatt: What is going to happen now after the changes to 

the bauGb?

Kettwig: In bavaria and Saxony, these regulations are going to be 

implemented. Here, we are going to campaign for moderate distance 

regulations and for maintaining regional and community plans 

currently in the making. Most of the states want the regulation, but 

will not be implementing it. they will be falling back on the good 

practice of local planning. and by the way, we are not the only ones 

in the industry opposed to this state escape clause. all influential 

associations such as the bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie 

(bDI, Federation of German Industry), the chambers of commer-

ce (IHK), the bundesverband der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft 

(bDEW, German Federal association of Energy Producers and Water 

Suppliers), local head associations and evironmentalists all agree 

to rejecting the clause. the Federal Government acted against all 

expert opinions and made a decision for a handful of wind energy 

opponents. Unfortunately, I do not know exactly where this input 

originated. However, one should leave a working system as is and 

not be led astray by a minority.

Interview with ENERCON Managing Director, Hans-Dieter Kettwig

10

ENERCON 
Managing Director, 
Hans-Dieter Kettwig.
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Practice

Optimised concept for large E-126 project

ENERCON devises more efficient project and 
installation logistics with pre-assembly and 
self-propelled transporters for installation of 
26 x E-126/7.5 MW at NOP wind farm.

Special installation solutions

the Noordoostpolder (NOP) wind farm in the Netherlands is 

currently one of ENERCON's largest wind energy projects 

installed worldwide. a total of 26 x E-126/7.5 MW turbines 

are being installed near Emmeloord in the Dutch province of 

Flevoland directly on the Ijsselmeer. to provide for more effici-

ent installation and assembly logistics for this major project, 

ENERCON is, among other things, working with separate pre-

assembly areas and using self-propelled transporters to move 

components and cranes within the construction zone.

tower segments and turbine components are delivered to a 

central logistics area. all installation locations on the wind 

farm are then supplied «just in time» from these storage 

areas. In addition, the large components are pre-assembled 

here under serial production conditions independent of 

the weather and construction phase. Once assembled, the 

machine houses and hubs are transported to their respective 

installation site by means of the self-propelled transporters.

Transporting a pre-assembled E-126 machine house at NOP wind farm.

For this purpose, the wind farm was provided with a wider 

access road and two access roads leading to each turbine 

location, which allows constant access to the sites. the self-

propelled transporters, equipped with 8 axles, are  

extremely manoeuvrable and can carry loads of up to 160 

tons. ENERCON has already used the special vehicles manu-

factured by Goldhofer for transporting rotor blades to sites 

on mountains and in wooded areas in combination with the 

alpine transport frame.

Efficient coordination

Several of these self-propelled vehicles linked together are 

also employed to move the installation cranes from one site 

to another within the construction zone. Since the self-

propelled transporters can transport the partially assembled 

cranes piggyback, time-consuming assembly and disman-

tlement procedures are eliminated. «this pre-assembly 

and logistics concept has considerably helped us to reduce 

installation time and make more efficient use of our re-

sources on site,» explains ENERCON project manager, Nils 

Niedermowwe. «For complex wind farm construction sites 

such as this one, it is particularly important to ensure that 

all processes are efficiently coordinated. this saves time, 

improves quality and of course, is more cost-effective.»
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ENERCON had good reason to celebrate in Sweden. the 600th 

wind energy converter was installed there at the tommared 

project at the beginning of the year. It is one of the 6 x E-92/2.3 

MW machines in the wind farm.

the inauguration ceremony took place mid-June at the site 

located in the province of Hallands Iän in southern Sweden  

approximately 100 kilometres northeast of Helsingborg. the 

machines were installed in a wooded area on precast concrete 

towers (98 m hub height) for Svensk NaturEnergi, a subsidiary of 

the Wallenstam Group.

Machine well-suited for Sweden

besides ENERCON employees and representatives of Svensk Na-

turEnergi, representatives from subcontractors and landowners 

also took part in the wind farm's opening ceremonies. ENERCON 

Service personnel were also on site to enable the party guests to 

visit the inside of a wind turbine.

With its highly sophisticated rotor blades designed for high 

output and its wide range of tower heights, the efficient E-92 

is particularly suitable for the Swedish market. Including the 

6 turbines installed at tommared, ENERCON has already installed 

43 machines of this type in Sweden.

the «Parndorfer Platte» in burgenland, all the way to andau near 

the Hungarian border. the distance between the two extremities 

is only 50 km. In its current construction phase, ENERCON will 

have installed more that 229 wind turbines in the region by the 

end of the year – 205 of these WECs alone are from the E-101 

series, thus making the area one of the largest wind power 

plants in Europe.

ENERCON's best year

and not least thanks to ENERCON's outstanding installation 

achievements was burgenland able to claim being completely self-

sufficient for its electricity supply at the end of 2013. the state's 

entire electricity demand is covered by renewable energies. along 

with this project, ENERCON has also built up other very successful 

projects in the Steiermark, including several demanding alpine 

sites where ENERCON was able to demonstrate its extensive 

know-how in installation-specific and logistical challenges.

One of the reasons for ENERCON's success in the alpine republic 

is the company's excellent reputation explains Frank Ihme. In 

the first big construction phases between the end of the 90s 

and 2006, ENERCON already installed the first wind turbines 

there, including in the burgenland region. «the machines are 

still going strong with high availability,» reports Ihme. another 

advantage for the development in austria is the positive frame-

work conditions provided in the recently revised version of the 

green energy act. the act ensures wind turbine owners that the 

electricity generated by their machines will be purchased over 

a 13 year period at a feed-in tariff of 9.36 cents/kWh (applies to 

turbines commissioned in 2014). «this progression reflects the 

positive impact wise political framework conditions can have,» 

says Frank Ihme. the job market has also benefitted from this 

development. In addition to ENERCON's concrete tower factory in 

Zurndorf, in Neusiedl am See alone a contingent of 200 highly-

qualified Service technicians are available to ensure that the 

wind farms are always up and running.

Ihme, however, sees that politics is also responsible for further 

developing the framework conditions for wind energy. One 

important issue, for example, is what is going to happen to 

the wind energy converters that are no longer covered by the 

secured feed-in tariffs. they would then have to compete at low 

market prices with the highly subsidised coal and nuclear power 

plants in addition to the exorbitant costs for balancing energy 

and system usage charges. these costs make up nearly half of 

the current wholesale price for electricity and are a considerable 

burden to older WECs. It has already happened that owners had 

to shut down their machines installed in the 90s once they were 

no longer benefitting from the feed-in tariff. «Due to the distorti-

on on the energy market, the turbine was no longer able to cover 

costs,» reports Ihme. «Of course, that shouldn't happen. the 

wind turbines are designed to run for 20 years and economic 

operation should be possible during that time period.»

International International

Success story with new installation record
ENERCON in Austria

Long-term ENERCON success in Austria. 
This year market leader expected to reach 
again new record results. 140 new turbines  
to be installed.

In the past years, austria has become one of ENERCON's 

biggest  international markets. the installation curve is cons-

tantly on an upward trend and this spring, installations already 

surpassed the 1,000 MW mark. With a 74 % share of newly 

installed machines, ENERCON was again the uncontested mar-

ket leader in 2013. last year, ENERCON installed 91 turbines 

– most of them from the 3 MW class. and prospects for 2014 

already look extremely promising, says Frank Ihme, ENERCON's 

Senior Sales Manager for austria, pleased with the results. «So 

far, 2014 has been our best year yet in austria.» according to 

Ihme, ENERCON will have installed 140 turbines there by the 

end of the year.

the majority of these turbines are located in a relatively narrow, 

windy corridor stretched out from the Danube in lower austria to 

ENERCON E-101 turbines at «Parndorfer Platte» windfield/Burgenland.
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600th Turbine in  
Sweden goes online

ENERCON in Sweden

600-mark machine installed in southern  
Sweden at Tommared Project with  
6 x E-92/2.3 MW machines. Farm  
inauguration – Wind fest with customers.

E-101 construction site in Burgenland, Austria. 
ENERCON will have installed up to 140 
machines in Austria by the end of the year.



International

ENERCON has now extended its sales of the E-92 series to its 

export market in North america. after Germany, Portugal and 

Sweden, Canada now has the first machines from the efficient 

2.3 MW series which was introduced to the market last year. the 

machines are being installed at the Vents du Kempt project in 

Quebec, Canada.

First overseas E-92 project

a total of 43 turbines will be installed by ENERCON for its cus-

tomer Vents du Kempt Wind Power held by Eolectric Club and 

by Fiera axium Infrastructure Canada. the wind farm is located 

within the jurisdiction of the municipalities of Saint-Marguerite, 

Causapscal and Sainte-Florence. the aggregate installed 

power of this project is 101.5 MW and the annual energy yield 

Installation of first E-92 turbines in North America

ENERCON installs total of 43 WECs at Vents 
du Kempt project in Quebec, Canada. The 
energy produced by the wind farm covers the 
needs of more than 10,000 households.

ENERCON in Canada

is expected to be sufficient to provide 10,000 households with 

green power.

the turbines are installed on precast concrete towers (98 m hub 

height) produced at the Canadian-based ENERCON concrete 

tower plant in Matane, Quebec. the machine components were 

supplied by ENERCON production plants in Europe. and the first 

load was shipped on ENERCON's sail-rotor ship «E-ship 1».

«We are fortunate and pleased that the Vents du Kempt wind 

farm is the first project outside Europe to benefit from the intro-

duction of the E-92 turbine model. the efficient E-92 has proved 

to be the optimal solution for the site», said Guy Painchaud, 

President of Eolectric Management Inc., on behalf of the project.

Vent du Kempt is part of a 2,000 MW tender from the Canadian 

power supply company, Hydro Québec. Investment costs are 

over 300 million Canadian dollars. the local added value over 

the 20-year operating period is estimated at roughly 65 million 

dollars. One hundred and fifty new jobs were created for the 

construction phase alone. and another 10 jobs will be created by 

the operating of the wind farm.

ENERCON Vents du Kempt 
project in Québec, Canada.
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ENERCON has installed the first E-101 turbines in Ireland. the 

three 3 MW machines were installed at the Cork Harbour project 

at the beginning of the year. Initiators of the project are three 

pharmaceutical companies who got together to form the Cork lo-

wer Harbour Energy Group. the primary objective of the project is 

to provide autonomous electricity for the production facilities.

the three E-101 turbines are located on each of the factory 

premises of GlaxoSmithKline, DePuy and Janssen Pharmaceu-

ticals directly next to the harbour in Cork on the southern coast 

of Ireland. With a population of 120,000 inhabitants, Cork is the 

country's second largest city after Dublin.

Since, according to the building permit, the total height of the 

installed machines was not allowed to exceed 150 m, 99 m (hub 

height) precast concrete towers were chosen for this E-101 project. 

besides, supplying the turbines and installation, ENERCON also was 

in charge of providing the foundations. the wind energy converters 

were then hooked up to the customer's factory grid by the customer.

according to the wind report, the estimated annual energy yield 

for an E-101 at the Cork Harbour site is expected to be over 

8 million kilowatt hours. Each company will thus be able to 

reduce their energy costs by nearly 1 million Euros per year.

Measured by the installed capacity, ENERCON's market share in 

Ireland is currently around 27 %. In total, ENERCON has installed 

616 MW and over 340 wind energy converters in Ireland. 

With five Service stations, a sales office and 140 employees, 

ENERCON is the largest manufacturer and service provider for 

wind turbines in the country.

First E-101 machines 
go online in Ireland

ENERCON installs three E-101/3 MW  
turbines at Cork Harbour project.  
Machines to be used by industrial firms 
for own power supply.

ENERCON in Ireland
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ENERCON
Addresses

Germany

ENERCON GmbH 
Dreekamp 5 • 26605 Aurich
Phone +49 49 41 927 0 •  Fax +49 49 41 927 669
E-mail: vertrieb@enercon.de

Argentina

Wobben Windpower Argentina SRL
Juramento 2089 – of. 309 •  C1428DNG Buenos Aires
Phone / Fax +54 11 47 888 686
E-mail: fernando.petrucci@wobben.com.br

Austria

ENERCON Service Austria Ges.m.b.H
Hauptstr. 19 • 2120 Wolkersdorf
Phone +43 22 45 82 828 •  Fax +43 22 45 82 838
E-mail: office@enercon.at

Australia / New Zealand / 
Baltic States / East Asia

ENERCON GmbH
Bredkær Parkvej 62 • 8250 Egaa
Phone +45 87 430 388 •  Fax +45 87 430 344
E-mail: joern.kristensen@enercon.de

Belgium / Luxemburg

ENERCON Services Belgium BVBA
Heldenplein 7A • 3945 Ham
Phone +32 11 340 170 •  Fax +32 11 340 179
E-mail: sales.benelux@enercon.de

Brazil

Wobben Windpower Ltda.
Av. Fernando Stecca nº 100 • Distrito Industrial CEP 
18087450 Sorocaba • São Paulo
Phone +55 15 21 011 700 •  Fax +55 15 21 011 701
E-mail: wwp@wobben.com.br

Canada

ENERCON Canada Inc.
1000, rue de La Gauchetière ouest • Bureau 2310
H3B 4W5 Montreal, Québec
Phone +1 514 68 72 538 •  +1 87 77 082 101 (toll free)
E-mail: info.canada@enercon.de

Eastern Europe

ENERCON GmbH
August-Bebel-Damm 24-30 • 39126 Magdeburg
Phone +49 391 24 460 236 •  Fax +49 391 24 460 231
E-mail: sales.international@enercon.de

Finland

ENERCON Services Finland Oy
Fredrikinkatu 61 •  00100 Helsinki, Finland
Phone +358 40 84 20 742
E-mail: nils.borstelmann@enercon.de

France

ENERCON GmbH
ZI N˚2 • Impasse du Pré Bernot •  60880 Le Meux
Phone +33 344 836 720  •  Fax + 33 344 836 729
E-mail: info-france@enercon.de

Greece

ENERCON GmbH • Greek Branch 
20, Pentelis Avenue • 15235 Vrilissia, Athens
Phone +30 210 68 38 490 •  Fax +30 210 68 38 489
E-mail: sales.hellas@enercon.de

Italy

ENERCON GmbH Italia
Via Carlo Veneziani, 58 • 00148 Rome
Phone + 39 06 91 97 71 23 •  Fax + 39 06 91 97 71 99
E-mail: sales.italy@enercon.de

Ireland

ENERCON Windfarm Services Ireland Lt.
Unit 14, Northwood House, Northwood Business Campus
Santry, County Dublin, Ireland
Phone +353 1 89 34 020 •  Fax +353 1 86 24 151
E-mail: sales.ireland@enercon.de

Latin America 

ENERCON GmbH
Dreekamp 5 • 26605 Aurich
Phone +49 49 41 927 684 •  Fax +49 49 41 927 669
E-mail: sales.international@enercon.de

The Netherlands

ENERCON Benelux BV
Paxtonstraat 1a • 8013 RP Zwolle
Phone +31 38 46 96 010 •  Fax +31 38 42 28 010
E-mail: sales.benelux@enercon.de

Poland

ENERCON Poland
ul. Polska 30
PL 60-595 Poznan
Phone +48 618 45 37 30 •  Fax +48 618 45 37 39
E-mail: sales.poland@enercon.de

Portugal

ENERCON GmbH Sales Portugal
Parque Empresarial de Lanheses • Lugar de Segadas
4925 424 Lanheses • Viana do Castelo
Phone +351 258 803 500 •  Fax +351 258 803 509
E-mail: sales.portugal@enercon.de

Spain

ENERCON GmbH Sucursal en España
Ronda de Auguste y Louis Lumière 23 • Edificio 21 A
Parque Tecnológico • 46980 Paterna (Valencia)
Phone +34 961 824 556 •  Fax +34 961 828 143
E-mail: enercon.spain@enercon.de

Sweden

ENERCON GmbH - Sweden
Arlövsvägen 9 • 211 24 Malmö
Phone +46 40 143 580 •  Fax +46 40 222 420
E-mail: scandinavia@enercon.de

Turkey

ENERCON Rüzgar Enerji Santrali Kurulum Hizmetleri Ltd. Şti
Atilla Ilhan Caddesi No: 22 Kat: B2 
34750 Atasehir, Istanbul 
Phone +90 216 57 70 757 •  Fax +90 216 57 77 192
E-mail: arif.guenyar@enercon.de

United Kingdom

ENERCON GmbH
24 St. John’s Road
EH12 6 NZ Edinburgh (United Kingdom)
Phone +44 131 31 40 150 •  Fax +44 131 31 40 152
E-Mail: sales.uk@enercon.de
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